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PRIME DAY

Welcome
to the summer edition of From A to Z.
This issue is all about life at Amazon outside
of the day job - the benefits, discounts and
other opportunities that being an Amazonian
offers you. Got something to add? Email us at
peccysays@amazon.com as we love to hear
your stories!
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Prime Day
2018:

Prime Day stats:

From Australia’s first Prime Day to a
fiesta in Germany, and a circus at IND4
in the U.S., sites proved that yes, Prime
Day is a lot of work, and it’s all hands
on deck, but it can also be fun:

Because of you,
this is what we
accomplished
together during
Prime Day 2018
around the world:

MEL1: Australia

We made history (again)
Thanks to all the hard work done across the network,
Prime Day 2018 was the most successful shopping event
in Amazon history. As the people who make it happen day
in and day out, we couldn’t do it without you. Thanks for
#deliveringsmiles to Prime members around the world.

Prime members
bought more
than 100 million
products.
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Thanks for sharing your posts throughout Prime Day
2018! Here are a few highlights and make sure to follow
@amazonvestlife to see more posts like these. Missed the
Prime Day 2018 Instagram story? No worries! You can still
view it on our account.

@gatote_tico:
WE ARE PRIME!
#primeday
#deliveringsmiles
# SJO2

   @samanthawatsonofficial:
ABE8’s Senior Team is ready to
deliver smiles to our associates:
Prime Day cupcakes for all!

@justchayla: We rolled out the
orange carpet at STL6/7 for Prime
Day! We’re ready to deliver some
smiles! #deliveringsmiles #primeday

@cran_ky: Happy prime
Day!” #FCO1 #deliveringsmiles
#primeday

We welcomed
more new Prime
members on July 16
than any other day
in Amazon history.

For the first
time, members
in Australia,
Singapore, the
Netherlands,
and Luxembourg
participated in
Prime Day.
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WHY AMAZON?

“I want to excel at my
job. I have already helped
launch two buildings,
have gone through three
Peaks, and now I’m a Level
4 and ready for more!”

“Leadership worked with my
disability and helped turn it into an
ability. Plus, Amazon provides an amazing
chance to move up the career ladder!”
Billy M., EHS Specialist, CHA2

Leticia H., Onsite Medical
Representative, DET1

“I work at
Amazon
because …”
We all have different reasons why we work at Amazon.
Whether it’s the pay, the benefits, or the schedule, there’s
something for everyone. The great part is that there are so
many perks and programs, we can all find that one thing
(or five!) that makes us choose to be an Amazonian.
To find out more about the benefits available to you, check
out Amazon Hub, talk to HR, and explore amazon.ehr.com.

“I can take a month off from
work to visit my family in
the Philippines every year.”
Loud S., Associate, PHL7

“Amazon is associate driven
with great ideas coming
from people in the process
paths, day in day out.”
Chris N., Yard Specialist, FTW1

“I work at Amazon
because they make me
feel like family. I have a
voice that is heard, and
supportive peers and
managers. Amazon
values me as a person!”
Dale A., Associate, EWR6

“I get to work the night
shift and never miss my
daughter’s cheer [practice]
or my son’s step practice or
shows. I also get to prep and
pick them up from school.”
LaQuiesha M., Associate, LAS2

See why other people work at Amazon and let us know your
reasons by posting to Instagram and tagging @amazonvestlife
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PICK YOUR PATH

Move Up
Our network is growing, which means potential new
development opportunities, like promotions or away
teams at launch sites. There are a lot of different ways
to learn about these opportunities, and managers are
here to help answer any questions or talk through your
personal career goals. You just have to ask.
Talk to your manager about things
you can do to work toward
moving up at Amazon.

Move Around (a Little)
Looking for a new experience at your site?
There may be other opportunities to move around
within your building and try something new.
Take advantage of projects offered by different
departments. Or if moving departments isn’t
for you then consider applying to become an
ambassador or join one of our many committees.
There are a lot of ways to learn about
new opportunities in your building:
talk to your manager and check out
Amazon Hub to get started.

Move On
Amazon may not be the long-term plan for
everybody – and that’s okay. That’s why Amazon
has different programs to help us along the way.
Innovative programs like Career Choice and
The Offer are designed to help us if we want
to pursue opportunities outside of Amazon.
The options available to you may differ
based on your location and the number
of hours you work per week. Schedule
time with HR to discover what your
next step could be.

Move Around (a Lot)
Ready for a change of scenery? The beauty
of Amazon is that we have locations all over
the world and there may be opportunities
for you to move to another site (temporarily
or permanently). Through business and site
transfers, joining an away team or working on
a new site launch, you could take your Amazon
adventure near or far.
Check out your transfer options on
Amazon Hub or jobfinder.amazon.com.
For away team opportunities, talk to your
manager about upcoming launches.

On the
move with
Amazon
At Amazon, we’re always
moving – improving process
paths, opening new buildings,
starting new businesses, and
#deliveringsmiles to our
customers. So how do you
want to move? Up? Around?
On? Amazon has options.
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CELEBRATING OUR CULTURE

Celebrating each other
We look out for each other by paying attention, speaking up, and
supporting each other when we need help. Celebrating each other is about
saying thanks when we see someone do something great, and sharing
opportunities to be better. Together, we make Amazon a great place to work.

Voices in action:

At Amazon, we recognize the hard work of associates
whether it’s with a high-five, a smile, or our new
recognition pins. Here are some Amazonians taking
time to appreciate each other on social media:

Ways to get involved:
Amazon is dedicated to bettering the
communities in which we all work and live.
Associates are encouraged to champion the
causes close to their hearts by getting involved
in fundraising events on site and community
outreach projects. Here are some of the efforts
being made in our communities around the world:

The best ideas come from you. Here are a few examples from around the
world where feedback was given by Amazonians, and acted on:

Fourteen potholes were
fixed in the parking
lot of CWL1 in the UK,
after some worry from
associates of potential
car damage.

At PHX3, an associate
asked for a breakroom
closer to Inbound.
Following this feedback,
a new location was
created to maximize
break time.

After feedback from
associates at AVP8, the Hub
Zone was relocated closer
to the start-of-shift areas,
and the computers were
upgraded to be faster.

In Germany, associates
expressed their desire to
reduce FC waste. Now,
multiple sites in the EU
are using reusable cups
instead of paper ones and
every new associate gets
a cup as a gift.

So speak up!
We want to hear from you.

How we celebrate
each other:

Associates in
Japan requested
more authentic
and inexpensive
food choices in
FC cafeterias so
leadership worked
with a vendor to
create “Fulfillment
Curry” which is now
the #1 selling dish.

LGB4 set up a speech-to-text cart for
associates with hearing impairments
to help them better understand
communications during stand ups.

		 Reed: Shout out to our DDA2 Ambassadors!
Thank you for all of your hard work

@fitqutie44: Some of our amazing Amazon
associates from #RDU5 volunteered at their local
food bank. Let’s give them the round of applause
that they deserve! #deliveringsmiles

		 @perk_michelle: Enjoying Amazon’s
family day at #JAX3! #deliveringsmiles

		 @amazonvestlife: For World Book Day, associates
from #FCO1 in Italy traveled to Amatrice - a town
affected by a large earthquake in 2016 - to deliver
books for a new library, entirely donated by Amazon.
#deliveringsmiles

		 @ashleymariedanforth: My sweet associates
brought cupcakes for my last day in outbound!
#deliveringsmiles #TPA2

		 @amazonvestlife: Kennewick High School in Kennewick,
Washington, was visited by customer service associates from
#PSC1 for a “Breakfast Bananza” as part of Amazon’s Rise &
Smile program. #deliveringsmiles

Interested in getting involved in your
community? Join a Kaizen, an affinity
group, or speak to HR about Amazon Cares.
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#DELIVERINGSMILES

Getting social all around the world
with @amazonvestlife, our official
Instagram account

This edition’s

Social Media Challenge:
celebrate #deliveringsmiles
@teamah

		 PHL1 | Scott, Ops Manager:
“Prime Book Box launched today!”

medﬁt

#Happy Amaversary!
		 HOU3 | @shrader_lauren:
“One small step for Amazon and
one giant leap for non-sorts!”

Challenge:
Site Recognition
A big thanks to everyone
who shared photos of
their site launches around
the world! You definitely
accepted the challenge.
Special congratulations
to FTW6 this time around
for their excellent photo.

stlife
zonve

@ama

1,721 lik
es
Good M
orning, le
ts make

Want to see more of
these photos, follow
@amazonvestlife!
		 FTW6 | @ldmarquez_  
“New Launch!”

more cu

stomers
ha
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3!
from FSE

We “get shift done” 24/7, but sometimes we move so fast we forget to recognize
all the awesomeness around us. Take a moment this summer to celebrate the work we do!
Whether it’s thanking a work buddy for lending a hand, or making a special delivery to a customer
in need — let’s show the world how we’re #deliveringsmiles to each other and our customers.

		 DLO4 | @amazonvestlife:
“Welcome to the family, #DLO4!
Located in Buccinasco, Italy!”

		 STL7 | @justchaylaI:
“It’s been a long, hard spring, but we
finally got the band back together for
the launch of the new STL7 Stow Center!”

		 TEB6 | @shannonallamon:
“TEB6 launch team!”

Post a photo on Instagram showing the unique ways we’re #deliveringsmiles
and you might be featured on @amazonvestlife.

This is just a selection of your
posts – head to @amazonvestlife
to see more!

Can’t bring your phone on the floor? No worries. Snap a photo
outside, or ask a manager to take one for you. Remember not
to release confidential information in your pictures!
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COMPANY NEWS

2

Solar powered
As of July 1, 19 fulfillment
centers have solar paneled
rooftops. The goal is to
host solar energy systems
at 50 fulfillment network
buildings by 2020.

Flying High

1

Ever wonder what it takes to pack
a Prime plane? More than you think!
Each Amazon Prime Air plane can hold
30 or more containers, which is the
equivalent of over one million Echo Dots,
10,000 Instant Pots, or 5,000 teddy
bears. Check out the full story (plus
video) on The Amazon Blog: Day One.

Protecting
the planet
Packing it away
Over the past ten years,
our Frustration-Free
Packaging programs
have eliminated
244,000 tons of
packaging materials,
avoiding the use of 500
million shipping boxes.

Participants in a new program will get access to delivery
technology, receive hands-on training, and discounts to keep
startup costs low as they build their own companies delivering
Amazon packages. There is also a $1M commitment to fund
startup costs for eligible military veterans. Interested in
learning more? Visit logistics.amazon.com.

Choose to Include

From solar panels on top of FCs,
to wind farms across the US, Amazon
is focused on reducing our carbon
footprint, making the world a better
place one box at a time.

3

Have the Entrepreneurial Spirit?

G’day, Mate

Wind blown
Amazon Wind Farm Texas
hosts more than 100 wind
turbines and is our largest
wind farm project to date.
When the blades are
spinning, they cover an
area almost equal to two
football fields.

Find out more on The Amazon Blog: Day One, and
participate in a Kaizen at your site to identify waste
and streamline our processes. These best practices
can be repurposed throughout our operations network.

Welcome to the family, Prime
Australia, joining more than
100 million paid Prime members
around the world. This new
growth marks Prime’s presence
in more than 17 countries.

Amazon was the
presenting sponsor of the
Special Olympics Closing
Ceremonies, donating
more than $500,000 and
hundreds of volunteer
hours in support of the
Games in Seattle July 1-6.

Q&A: Tom Weiland, VP, WW Customer Service
Q1 As it relates to Prime Day, what’s

Q2 Do you have a favorite

Q3 You’ve been at Amazon for

Customer Services’ role in delivering
for our customers?

Customer Service story?

21 years! What’s your favorite
Amazonian moment?

A1 Like Ops, Prime Day is the busiest

A2 I was recently in Europe visiting

day of the year for CS. This year was
the most exciting yet as our Virtual
Customer Service program has grown
a lot, with thousands of CSAs working
from home in more than 130 locations
around the world, being able to help
customers whenever they needed.

our teams and heard that a CSA took a
call from an upset customer who had
ordered a hair coloring product that
turned her hair green! The CSA quickly
removed the product from inventory
and corrected the problem with the
vendor, all while listening to and
sympathizing with the customer. By
the end of the call they were laughing
and the customer was confident she’d
continue to use Amazon.

A3 My “favorite Amazonian moment”
every year is giving out the Kaizen
of the Year award to celebrate these
innovative and awesome CS teams.
This year’s award went to the CS team
in Japan for reducing a particular
defect by 25,000 contacts per year!
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PUZZLES

Spot the
difference

1. Which tank will fill up first?

2. Which shape is
the heaviest?

A

B

D

C

3. Can you find the ‘C’
in less than 30 seconds?

4. Find out the highest possible number
by moving only 2 match sticks

Thank you FSE3 for letting us come and take these photos!

Picture Puzzle
How many differences can you spot?
Did you find all of the differences? Share with us at peccysays@amazon.com

15

		
		

Answers: Puzzle one: Tank C, Puzzle two: The triangle , Puzzle three: 4 columns in from the right and 7 down,
Puzzle four: 511108, by removing 2 horizontal sticks on the zero and make it a 1 between them.

Coming this September… Amazon Goes Gold
for Childhood Cancer Awareness month for the
second year in a row! Stay tuned for details.

This edition’s

Social Media Challenge:
celebrate #deliveringsmiles

#deliveri ngsmiles
@amazon
vestlife

life
nvest

zo
@ama

@amazonvestlife:
#OAK4 and #SJC7 teamed up
to support a local food bank
in their efforts to raise money
to fight hunger. More than
30 associates and managers
participated in the 5K.
#deliveringsmiles”

@amazonvestlife:
@secretlifeofyonce #LGB8

425 likes
0 likes

32

@secret lifeofyo nce

Post a photo on Instagram showing the unique ways we’re #deliveringsmiles
and you might be featured on @amazonvestlife.
From A to Z connects Amazon associates to global company news. From A to Z is published quarterly and is translated into eight languages and distributed across 17 countries.
Contact the From A to Z team at: opsinternalcomms@amazon.com; Amazon Public Relations, PO Box 81226, Seattle, WA U.S. 98108-1226

